WorkNav –Doing Projects Together
People Do Projects

Reduce Organizing and Reporting Time by

Projects are done by many stakeholders, not just the project

up to 50%

manager.

So all stakeholders need to know what is

happening, what they need to do and what has been done.

WorkNav significantly reduces the time you need to spend
finding out what you need to do and keeping track of what
has been done. When team members update what they are

What Stakeholders do now
Stakeholders spend a lot of their time sorting out what is

doing, WorkNav automatically keeps other team informed.

happening and what they need to do, when and with whom.

This eliminates the need for many meeting and other

They know if they don’t know about or forget to do

communications designed to keep team members informed

something important that they will let the team down and

about what they need to do and what has happened. When

damage the project. Many stakeholders use ToDo lists to

people work in different locations, reducing meetings to

manage their contribution to the project and its interaction

organize and report on projects and manage flow-on effects

with other activities.

to other activities can save up to 50% of available time.

The Challenge

People intensive Projects

What is needed is a simple technology that makes it easy for

WorkNav works best for projects where stakeholders need

all stakeholders to continuously plan and productively

to productively work together to get the project done. For

navigate through the project and other activities.

The

stand-alone projects, where the management of non-people

technology must fit together everything that is happening

resources and clear processes dominate, like in construction,

and then sort out, update and personalise information in

traditional project management works best.

context for each stakeholder. In addition, participants need
an easy way to tick off what they have done, so relevant
people can be informed about what has been done, and

Privacy and Security
WorkNav uses a patented method to maintain control of

progress tracked and reported.

and the privacy and security of task information. It is simple

The solution is WorkNav

their delegate controls who can see the task.

to apply, because the person responsible for each task or

WorkNav makes it easy for all stakeholders to continuously
plan and work together to get projects and other activities
done concurrently. WorkNav helps each stakeholder find

Stay Informed
WorkNav keeps relevant people informed by email about

and sustain their best, most productive path through

any changes that affect them.

projects and other activities.

Send To Do’s to your Calendar

WorkNav makes it easy for everyone to enter, update and

You can email a To Do to anyone to add to their calendar.

view relevant task detail from anywhere at any time. A Live
plan workflow and a personal To Do list show what you

Free Easy Access

need to know and do for all projects, tasks and processes.

WorkNav free online software and free apps make it easy to
access your personal To Do list when you need it.

Why is WorkNav Different?
WorkNav sorts out, organizes and shows the information

Key Benefits:

you need to know from both a project perspective and your



Get projects done better & faster with less stress

perspective. Traditional project management software only



Get need-to-know, understandable and actionable
information, anywhere at any time.

you find, sort out and organize the information that is



Reduce meetings and other communications

relevant to you.



Stay in control of what you are doing

Only using a project perspective makes it very hard to bring



Keep tasks synchronized with anyone – stakeholders,
family, friends, work colleagues and other people



Easy to use with StepThru assistance to get started

shows information from a project perspective and makes

together relevant information from many projects and
activities, whereas WorkNav instantly brings together the

Get Started at www.worknav.com

information you need.
WorkNav

provides

all

stakeholders

with

relevant,

understandable and actionable information, when and
where they need it. Not just the project manager.

Try a free trial of the Premium version of WorkNav for 30
days. If after 30 days you choose not to subscribe you can
still use the basic version for free.

Visit: www.worknav.com or App Stores
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